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What is disinformation?





Medical Information and Disinformation: 
The Perils of a New Era



Brave.Net.World: The Internet as a 
disinformation superhighway? (Floridi)



Disinformation 
by Luciano 

Floridi

• Lack of objectivity, as in the case of propaganda
• Lack of completeness, as in a case of damnatio

memoriae
• Lack of pluralism, as in the case of censorship

• “Things may easily become more problematic in 
the future, for reasons connected to two variables—
the number of provusers and the physical 
integration of the varios mass media into a unique 
digital instrument[…]”.

• “Soon we may be able to personalize the 
information we need or wish to use, filtering and 
adjusting it to our tastes.”



Disinformation

• Created by humans
• Often with malicious intent
• Open about strategic use of disinformation

• The people as “victims”



Fake News – Business model



What is disinformation?
• Large spectrum of disinformation:
• Fake News
• Conspiracy Theories
• Anti-Vax Information
• Memes,
• False infographics,
• false claims, 
• false facts, 
• propaganda, 
• etc.



Two Sides

• Algorithmic outcomes

• Victim or Culprit?

• Human behavior and 
cognition

• Victim or Culprit?

Victim and Culprit?



How did we get into this mess?



The Zettabyte Era
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Just how much information is this?



130,000x back and forth



16 days

• For all 130,000 roundtrips:

5,700 years
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The Zettabyte Era
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Information Overload



Algorithmic contributions

• Recommender Systems
• Collaborative Filtering, 

Content-based Filtering, 
Hybrid Approaches

• Search Engines

Resnick et al. 1994



Filtering and
Recommendation



Recommendation

• Finding a restaurant in Hamburg 
like the … in NYC
• Finding a cheap hip laid-back Asian 

restaurant

• Focus on users needs

Burke 2000



Recommending Music

• Context-adaptive, Social information

Bostandijev et al. 2012



Recommending Talks at Conferences

• Shared authorships
• Common interests
• Ensemble 

Recommendation
• Transparency and 

Visualization

Verbert et al. 2014



Recommender systems are everywhere

• E-Commerce, tourism, information 
retrieval, e-Learning, people 
recommendation, group 
recommendation, search, media and 
communications



Early Focus on Accuracy 
• (R)MSE, F-Measures, ROC, Signal-Detection Theory

=> Beyond Accuracy (McNee et al. 2006)
• User Control, Transparency

• User centered Evaluation frameworks (Pu et al. 2012)

• Transparency by interactive recommenders (He et al. 
2016)

• Recommender Systems for self-actualization (Knijenburg
et al. 2016)



Recommendation in Social Media





Filter Bubble effects in opinion polarization

Study: n=180



Michal Kosinski, PhD
Assistant Prof. Graduate School of Business, Stanford  









Social Bots
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ed around the Massachusetts special 
election of 2010.26  Campaigns of this 
type are sometimes referred to as as-
troturf or Twitter bombs. 

The problem is not just establish-
ing the veracity of the information 
being promoted—this was an issue 
before the rise of social bots, and re-
mains beyond the reach of algorith-
mic approaches. The novel challenge 
brought by bots is the fact they can 
give the false impression that some 
piece of information, regardless of 

aftermath of the attack, mostly due to 
bots automatically retweeting posts 
without verifying the facts or checking 
the credibility of the source.20

With every new technology comes 
abuse, and social media is no excep-
tion. A second category of social bots 
includes malicious entities designed 
specifically with the purpose to harm. 
These bots mislead, exploit, and ma-
nipulate social media discourse with 
rumors, spam, malware, misinforma-
tion, slander, or even just noise. This 

may result in several levels of damage 
to society. For example, bots may arti-
ficially inflate support for a political 
candidate;28  such activity could en-
danger democracy by influencing the 
outcome of elections. In fact, this kind 
of abuse has already been observed: 
during the 2010 U.S. midterm elec-
tions, social bots were employed to 
support some candidates and smear 
their opponents, injecting thousands 
of tweets pointing to websites with 
fake news.28  A similar case was report-

This network visualization illustrates how bots are used to affect, and possibly manipulate, the online debate about vaccination policy.  
It is the retweet network for the #SB277 hashtag, about a recent California law on vaccination requirements and exemptions. Nodes 
represent Twitter users, and links show how information spreads among users. The node size represents influence (times a user is 
retweeted), the color represents bot scores: red nodes are highly likely to be bot accounts, blue nodes are highly likely to be humans. V
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Social Bots

• Change in the perception of
the majority (Bessie und Ferrara, 
2016, Ferrara u.a. 2016)

• Intervention in civil
discourse(Woolley, 2016, Zhang u.a. 
2013)

• Identification and simulation
of social bots (Stieglitz u.a. 2017)
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how to discriminate between bots 
and humans. User meta-data is con-
sidered among the most predictive 
feature and the most interpretable 
ones.22,38 We can suggest a few rules 
of thumb to infer whether an account 
is likely a bot, by comparing its meta-
data with that of legitimate users (see 
Figure 2). Further work, however, will 
be needed to detect sophisticated 
strategies exhibiting a mixture of hu-
mans and social bots features (some-
times referred to as cyborgs). Detect-
ing these bots, or hacked accounts,43 
is currently impossible for feature-
based systems.

Combining Multiple Approaches
Alvisi et al.3 recognized first the need 
of adopting complementary detec-
tion techniques to effectively deal 
with sybil attacks in social networks. 
The Renren Sybil detector37,42 is an 
example of system that explores mul-
tiple dimensions of users’ behaviors 
like activity and timing information. 
Examination of ground-truth click-
stream data shows that real users 
spend comparatively more time mes-
saging and looking at other users’ 
contents (such as photos and videos), 

ROC via cross validation. In addition to 
the classification results, Bot or Not? 
features a variety of interactive visual-
izations that provide insights on the 
features exploited by the system (see 
Figure 1 for examples).

Bots are continuously changing 
and evolving: the analysis of the high-
ly predictive behaviors that feature-
based systems can detect may reveal 
interesting patterns and provide 
unique opportunities to understand 

Figure 2. User behaviors that best discriminate social bots from humans. 

Social bots retweet more than humans and have longer user names, while they produce fewer tweets, 
replies and mentions, and they are retweeted less than humans. Bot accounts also tend to be more recent.

No. retweets

No. tweets

No. replies
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Social bot

Figure 1. Common features used for social bot detection. (a) The network of hashtags co-occurring in the tweets of a given user. (b) Various 
sentiment signals including emoticon, happiness and arousal-dominance-valence scores. (c) The volume of content produced and con-
sumed (tweeting and retweeting) over time.
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Michael Kreil – Fake News &  Social 
Bots @34C3

https://youtu.be/k6GUpbRq5Vs









Michael Kreil – Social Bots 34C3

Find Social Bots Recognize bots

Buy Social Bots

Look for social bots

Analyse Social bots



What were his social bots?

• Dead accounts
• Hijacked accounts
• Low follower count

• Very low impact



botometer.iuni.iu.edu



What he found was:

•Social bots are…
• very active political users
• journalists
• hashtag spam
• very simple bots





Are algorithms to blame?



Human Contributions

• Spread of disinformation
• Knowingly and unknowingly
• With the best intention vs. malice and strategy



Malevolent strategies of human culprits

• Attention hacking – Strategic use of social media, memes and 
bots
• Aimed at journalists, bloggers, influencers
• Media relies on social media, sensation, novelty, clickbait
• Influencers spread content



Different types of strategic 
disinformation
• Trolls, white nationalists, men’s rights activists, gamergaters, 

the “altright,” and conspiracy theorists 
• Strongly different believes
• Very similar tactics
• Convergence on antagonizing the status quo



Algorithms of the mind
Confirmation bias



Humans as a victim of disinformation

• Utilizes: confirmation bias, agenticity bias, halo effect, 
Dunning-Kruger effect, etc.

• Psychological mechanisms evolutionary rooted in tribal 
survival strategies



Cognitive biases
Preference-based information processing



Information preference
People pick news in alignment with their believes 

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Exposure to ideologically diverse
news and opinion on Facebook
Eytan Bakshy,1*† Solomon Messing,1† Lada A. Adamic1,2

Exposure to news, opinion, and civic information increasingly occurs through social media.
How do these online networks influence exposure to perspectives that cut across ideological
lines? Using deidentified data, we examined how 10.1 million U.S. Facebook users interact with
socially shared news.We directly measured ideological homophily in friend networks and
examined the extent to which heterogeneous friends could potentially expose individuals to
cross-cutting content.We then quantified the extent to which individuals encounter
comparatively more or less diverse content while interacting via Facebook’s algorithmically
rankedNews Feed and further studied users’choices to click through to ideologically discordant
content. Compared with algorithmic ranking, individuals’ choices played a stronger role in
limiting exposure to cross-cutting content.

E
xposure to news and civic information is
increasingly mediated through online social
networks and personalization (1). Informa-
tion abundance provides individuals with
an unprecedented number of options, shift-

ing the function of curating content from news-
room editorial boards to individuals, their social
networks, andmanual or algorithmic information
sorting (2–4). Although these technologies have
the potential to expose individuals to more di-
verse viewpoints (4, 5), they also have the po-
tential to limit exposure to attitude-challenging
information (2, 3, 6), which is associatedwith the
adoption of more extreme attitudes over time (7)
and misperception of facts about current events
(8). This changing environment has led to specu-
lation around the creation of “echo chambers”
(in which individuals are exposed only to infor-
mation from like-minded individuals) and “filter
bubbles” (in which content is selected by algo-
rithms according to a viewer’s previous behav-
iors), which are devoid of attitude-challenging
content (3, 9). Empirical attempts to examine
these questions have been limited by difficul-
ties in measuring news stories’ ideological lean-
ings (10) and measuring exposure—relying on
either error-laden, retrospective self-reports or
behavioral data with limited generalizability—
and have yielded mixed results (4, 9, 11–15).
We used a large, comprehensive data set from

Facebook that allows us to (i) compare the ideo-
logical diversity of the broad set of news and
opinion shared on Facebook with that shared
by individuals’ friend networks, (ii) compare this
with the subset of stories that appear in indi-
viduals’ algorithmically ranked News Feeds, and
(iii) observewhat information individuals choose
to consume, given exposure on News Feed. We
constructed a deidentified data set that in-
cludes 10.1 million active U.S. users who self-
report their ideological affiliation and 7 million

distinct Web links (URLs) shared by U.S. users
over a 6-month period between 7 July 2014 and
7 January 2015. We classified stories as either
“hard” (such as national news, politics, or world
affairs) or “soft” content (such as sports, enter-
tainment, or travel) by training a support vector
machine on unigram, bigram, and trigram text
features (details are available in the supplemen-
tary materials, section S1.4.1). Approximately
13% of these URLs were classified as hard con-
tent. We further limited the set of hard news
URLs to the 226,000 distinct hard-content URLs
shared by at least 20 users who volunteered their
ideological affiliation in their profile, so that
we could accurately measure ideological align-
ment. This data set included ~3.8 billion po-
tential exposures (cases in which an individual’s
friend shared hard content, regardless of whether
it appeared in her News Feed), 903 million ex-
posures (cases in which a link to the content
appears on screen in an individual’s News Feed),
and 59 million clicks, among users in our study.
We then obtained a measure of content align-

ment (A) for each hard story by averaging the
ideological affiliation of each user who shared
the article. Alignment is not a measure of me-
dia slant; rather, it captures differences in the

kind of content shared among a set of partisans,
which can include topic matter, framing, and
slant. These scores, averaged over websites,
capture key differences in well-known ideolog-
ically aligned media sources: FoxNews.com is
aligned with conservatives (As = +.80), whereas
the HuffingtonPost.com is aligned with liberals
(As = –0.65) (additional detail and validation are
provided in the supplementary materials, sec-
tion S1.4.2). We observed substantial polariza-
tion among hard content shared by users, with
the most frequently shared links clearly aligned
with largely liberal or conservative populations
(Fig. 1).
The flow of information on Facebook is struc-

tured by how individuals are connected in the
network. The interpersonal networks on Face-
book are different from the segregated structure
of political blogs (16); although there is clustering
according to political affiliation on Facebook,
there are also many friendships that cut across
ideological affiliations. Among friendships with
individuals who report their ideological affilia-
tion in their profile, the median proportion of
friendships that liberals maintain with conserva-
tives is 0.20, interquartile range (IQR) [0.09,
0.36]. Similarly, themedian proportion of friend-
ships that conservatives maintain with liberals is
0.18, IQR [0.09, 0.30] (Fig. 2).
How much cross-cutting content individuals

encounter depends on who their friends are and
what information those friends share. If individ-
uals acquired information from random others,
~45% of the hard content that liberals would be
exposed towould be cross-cutting, comparedwith
40% for conservatives (Fig. 3B). Of course, individ-
uals do not encounter information at random in
offline environments (14) nor on the Internet (9).
Despite the slightly higher volume of conserv-
atively aligned articles shared (Fig. 1), liberals
tend to be connected to fewer friends who share
information from the other side, compared with
their conservative counterparts: Of the hard news
stories shared by liberals’ friends, 24% are cross-
cutting, compared with 35% for conservatives
(Fig. 3B).
The media that individuals consume on Face-

book depends not only on what their friends
share but also on how the News Feed ranking

1130 5 JUNE 2015 • VOL 348 ISSUE 6239 sciencemag.org SCIENCE

1Facebook, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA. 2School of
Information, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA.
*Corresponding author. E-mail: ebakshy@fb.com †These
authors contributed equally to this work.

Fig. 1. Distribution of ideolo-
gical alignment of content
shared on Facebook mea-
sured as the average affilia-
tion of sharers weighted by
the total number of shares.
Content was delineated as
liberal, conservative, or neutral
on the basis of the distribution
of alignment scores (details
are available in the supple-
mentary materials).
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Fact Checking?
Survey study (n=143)

• Rate believability of news items from the 
headline
• Scale of 0 – 100
• Before and after

• Set of 13 news items
• All related to refugees
• 7 fake, 6 correct

• On the right:
Lesbos: Refugees set asylum camp on fire
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Election polls before the election



Who 
was 

surveyed
?

Chances of winning the election





Outcome

Erosion of trust in elites, media, science



Memetics by R. Dawkins

• Information is subdivided into small forms of transmissions: memes
• Sets of memes that support each other have better survival rates

• Anti-Vax beliefs work well with distrust in big pharma and science

• Virus like features, spread and mutate (virality of disinformation)

• What is our immune system?
• Education on scientific knowledge processes



Are we to blame?



Polarisierung von MeinungSystemic Effects

implement influence as opinion averaging predict zero future
opinion changes when all agents hold the same opinion [48]. The
same holds for models that assume both positive and negative
social influence, because in these models negative influence only
occurs when there are sufficiently strong opinion differences
between agents already at the outset of the influence process [88].
Hence, ACTB and existing models of social influence imply
critically different opinion dynamics that unfold from perfect
opinion uniformity, making this an interesting initial condition to
demonstrate the theoretical implications of ACTB.

Figure 2 shows a surface graph which depicts the development
of the opinion distribution during a typical simulation run. At the
beginning of the simulation (event zero), all 100 agents hold the
same opinion. The figure shows how bi-polarization emerges in
this simulation run. While opinions are approximately uniformly
distributed after about 10,000 simulation events, the distribution
becomes bimodal after about 15,000 events. Subsequently, the two
modes gradually become more accentuated and shift towards the
opposite ends of the opinion spectrum until, after about 30,000
events, the population is almost entirely split into two approxi-
mately equally large subsets of agents with opinions of 21 and +1,
respectively.

Opinion change is possible despite initial uniformity, because
agents base their opinion on different (randomly assigned) sets of
five pro and five con arguments. Thus, in some interactions agents’
opinions shift away from the initial consensus, because they learn a
new pro (con) argument and forget a con (pro) argument. Their
new opinion is then based on more pro (con) than con (pro)
arguments and takes a positive (negative) value. Figure 2 shows
that this results in an increase of the variance of the opinion
distribution in the first phase of the simulation run. After about
10,000 simulation events, the opinion is approximately uniformly
distributed. Due to the strong homophily, agents are matched with
interaction partners that have adjusted their opinion in the same
direction. These interaction partners will more likely provide each

other with arguments that further intensify their opinion tendency
rather than to communicate arguments that render their opinions
more moderate again. Eventually the opinion trajectories of all
agents move to one of the two outer ends of the opinion scale. At
this point, the opinion distribution stabilizes, because agents base
their opinions on either only pro or only con arguments such that
interaction is only possible between agents who already hold
identical opinions. Agents can no longer learn arguments that
could change their opinions.

1.3.4. Effects of homophily. According to ACTB, commu-
nication of persuasive argument can create bi-polarization only if
interaction partners are selected based on homophily. In order to
test whether homophily always entails bi-polarization, or whether
bi-polarization can only arise when homophily is sufficiently
strong, we conducted a simulation experiment in which we varied
the model parameter h between 0 (no homophily) and 8 (strong
homophily) in steps of 1. Per condition, we ran 500 independent
realizations of the simulation. In all simulations of this experiment,
we studied populations of 20 agents (N = 20). This is a plausible
group size for school classes and work teams [89], two of the
settings for which theory and empirical accounts of intra-group
conflicts suggest the possibility of bi-polarization dynamics [56].

Research on human cognitive capabilities suggests that humans
can process and recall between 4 and 7 chunks of information
[85,86]. For the simulation experiment, we therefore imposed that
agents always base their opinions on six arguments (Si,t= 6 for all i
and t). We replicated the simulation experiment with higher and
lower values of the parameter S and did not find qualitative
differences. We found stronger bi-polarization when agents
consider fewer arguments for opinion formation. This effect
obtains because it takes agents at least S interactions to drop a
newly adopted argument. Thus, when an agent with an extreme
opinion happens to adopt a counter argument, then this counter
argument will remain relevant longer if S is high. It follows that
this agent will hold a more moderate opinion for a longer period.

Figure 2. Bi-polarization generated by argument exchange and homophily (N = 100, P = C = 30, S = 10, h = 9).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074516.g002

Differentiation without Distancing

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org 7 November 2013 | Volume 8 | Issue 11 | e74516

Maes & Flache 2013



The whole is more than the sum of its parts.



Individual Behavior

Emergence

Digital Methods



What should we do?



Multi-Level multi scale 
models

Hierarchical modeling



New 
Protocols

• The metric in the algorithm 
determines the outcome.

• People will hack the metric!

• Developing robust information 
tools with “inherently stable” 
metrics.



New tools



What should 
be the 

solution?

• Can, should, and do we want to control the 
flow of information?

• If yes, how? Prevent Filterbubbles? 
Prevent Spiral of Silence? Allocate 
attention according to what metric?

• The current metric is “usage of 
information”. 

• Cats and mouse game. Improving the 
metric and hacking the metric.

• What is responsible usage of information 
tools?

• What is mature usage of information tools?
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